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The House of Lords has scuppered the government’s plans—for
now. Tax credits are complicated. They are payments made to
UK families who earn less than a threshold amount. The House
of Commons recently voted to change this payment system.
This would result in childless and non-disabled people who
work more than 40 hours a week being better off. People in the
same groups who work 30 hours a week will be worse off, as
will people who have children and work 30 to 40 hours a week
on theminimumwage.1The greatest average losses would occur
in households with earnings below the third income decile.2

The tragedy is that poverty kills. Age at death is associated with
postcode. Less money makes life harder and shorter in many
ways: less education, poorer working conditions, more stress.3

Instead of taking money away, what happens if you give poor
people money? Halfway through an eight year study of
children’s mental illness, a casino opened in a Native American
reservation in the United States. As a consequence, under the
terms of the agreement, every Native American family received
an income that rose annually. Before the casino the researchers
found that the poorer the family, the greater the risk of mental
distress. After paying the families, however, the rate of mental
distress among children who had once been poor was about the
same as in children who had never been poor.4By the time those
children were 25, researchers still found persistent benefits in
the group associated with the childhood cash injection.5

Tax credits mitigate in-work poverty. What about people who
are homeless and out of work? A small project in London took
15 people who had been sleeping rough for four to 45 years.6
They were offered money—about £800 in the first year—and
a personal coordinator, and they were asked what they needed.
Thirteen accepted. The homeless person, rather than the
coordinator, led the conversation and chose where to meet;
promoting dignity seems to have been a fundamental part of
the relationship. People spent the money on small bills, food,
or educational courses. Seven moved into accommodation, and,
although questions undoubtedly remain about the long term
usefulness and potential harms, this work carries a strong
message about the power of cash in a system flexible enough
to be kind.

For some time, cardiovascular risk calculators such as ASSIGN
have promoted postcode as a risk factor, which has meant
literally that we are treating poverty with statins. Medicine
cannot compensate for poor political choices. Here’s a
suggestion: why not treat health inequalities with the careful
use of money?
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